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Mission

Our mission is to empower Iowans with 
the potential to succeed as they pursue 
opportunities for financial success. 

Priorities 

Education  ⋅ Capital  ⋅ Networking

Our Why
The Iowa Center is committed to 
empowering people to strengthen and 
stabilize their financial futures through 
business ownership and investment. It is 
our belief that to be successful in small 
business, one needs support in three core 
areas: education, capital, and networking. 
We have built key programs that support 
those core areas and empower 
individuals to succeed, families to 
prosper, and communities to thrive. 
Success to us is people supporting 
themselves and their families through the 
execution of their own ideas. 



Forecast Your Sales
The slide decks provided to instructors as part of the Start, Run & Grow Your 
Business curriculum, created by Tim Berry, are licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License. 

This license gives instructors the right to share, remix and make commercial 
use of the slide decks, with proper attribution to Tim Berry, the curriculum 
author. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide deck introduces the discussion on how to create a sales forecast. As part of this session, we’ll have an in-class exercise to build a sales forecast. If you used a hypothetical business as part of Session 04: Market Analysis, you can continue using that same example in the in-class exercise - or, use your own example.There is a student handout for this assignment that has details on how to create these entries in LivePlan. You may also want to watch this instructor video, which you can share with your class, that walks you through creating these entries.



More Art than Science

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The point of this slide is to emphasize that forecasting is based on a combination of data-gathering and educated guessing more than mathematics and advanced degrees.Example:  Weather forecasters get all the data they can: wind, clouds, pressure, etc. They use their accumulated experience of how things have gone in the past. Then they issue an educated guess. They predict a 60% chance of rain. What is a 60% chance of rain? How did they come up with that amount? It’s an educated guess, based on data and their experience.How does that relate to sales forecasting?Sales forecasting is an educated guess; later you can refine your forecast with actual results.You don’t need complex math formulas; simple calculations will work.



There Are No Crystal Balls

Image: InfoWire.dk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The point isn’t guessing correctly. Don’t expect to make it perfect; just make it reasonable.Tim’s Notes: You don’t need a business degree or accountant’s certification. What you need is common sense, research of the factors, and motivation to make an educated guess.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/infowire/


Try to Estimate Sales in 
Units

Image: Pixabay.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Units are easier to estimate, and units are easier to change later. Even service businesses have units (such as hours, clients, trips, days, jobs).If you can’t find a way to estimate in units, you can just use dollars.Note: this begins the LivePlan in-class exercise for doing the sales forecast.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This video walks through the steps for creating a revenue forecast in LivePlan. The individual steps will be covered in detail in the slides following.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejWojH7KIEk


Estimate Unit Sales

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In-Class Exercise — Revenue Forecast: At this point, you will want to be ready to start the in-class exercise to build a Sales Forecast. You will want to have LivePlan open. Demonstrate how to locate the Forecast tab, and the Revenue page of the forecast. (You can reference the student handout for this exercise for details on how to navigate to this page.)Create a sample revenue entry, choosing “Unit sales” in the entry settings (based on the benefits described in the previous slide). Enter the number of units sold per month, and the starting month of this revenue. (Keep in mind that the starting date we’ve set for the forecast will likely be earlier than the start of revenue, so that we can include some start-up costs. We’ll cover those in Session 08. For the purpose of your demonstration, you might want to set a start date for this sample revenue in Month 2 or Month 3 of the forecast.)Discussion: If your class has been using a hypothetical business for earlier examples, you may want to continue using this business, and create the sales forecast to go with the earlier market analysis. Tim’s Notes: Here is another case where you can choose to use my example, although, as always, I recommend that eventually you have your own.



Add Estimated Prices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note: this continues the LivePlan in-class exercise for doing the sales forecast. Enter the unit price for the sample revenue stream, and demonstrate how clicking Save & Close begins the calculation.



Revenue Forecast 

Image from LivePlan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide gives an example of a completed revenue forecast table, which estimates unit sales for several different products. The number of revenue streams will vary according to the type of business.



Costs vs Expenses

Image: Pixabay.com Image: Wikimedia Commons

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Using this slide as a comparison, note the difference between cost of sales and expenses.The books in the photo on the left are cost of sales for the bookstore that sells them. For financial analysis purposes, you can track them in cash flow when they are purchased as inventory. They stay in inventory until they are sold, at which time they move out of inventory and into cost of goods sold.The second group of books is an illustration of a business expense.Discussion points: What’s the cost of goods for the publisher? (binding, paper, printing, royalties)Tim’s Notes: This page from our LivePlan help center has an overview of the differences between COGS and ongoing expenses.



COGS, Asset, or Expense?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide is another example where you can’t tell from the picture whether it’s costs of goods sold, an asset or an expense. Which is it?As part of plant and equipment, this is an asset.As inventory to be sold by a hardware store, it’s an asset – until it’s sold, when it becomes cost of good sold, COGS.If it is being assembled by a manufacturer into something else, then it is cost of goods sold, or COGS, when the sale is made, or when the job is completed.If  it is involved in regular maintenance of plant and equipment, then it’s an expense.All of this makes a difference to calculating gross margin. Which, in turn, makes a difference to comparing results across industries.



Costs of Sales or Expense?
■ Accountant
■ Attorney
■ Factory workers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide represents employees, and invites discussion about whether salaries should be treated as an expense or cost of sales. Depending on the situation, sometimes the distinction between COGS or expense is hard to make:An accountant’s salary could be COGS for an accounting firm.A lawyer’s salary could be COGS for a legal firm.Wages of factory workers in a manufacturing plant are COGS.Any salaries that aren’t COGS are expenses.



Image from LivePlan

Estimate Direct 
Costs/COGS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the in-class exercise:Open the Forecast tab in LivePlan and click on the Direct Costs pageCreate a sample entry for a direct cost. Since you already have a sample revenue stream created, you may want to set up your direct cost entry to calculate as a percentage of that revenue.Note: You can also create a “Direct Labor” entry in this section of LivePlan. But it’s best to stick to Direct Cost entries for now - we’ll be covering personnel entries in the next slide deck.



Result: Gross Margin

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide gives an example of how the Revenue and Direct Cost entries calculate into the gross margin on the Profit and Loss table.Discussion: Gross margin represents the overall profitability of your product or service. But it’s not the whole picture. Talk about the other entries that we’ll be calculating against this gross margin in the next session:Overhead expensesOverhead salariesIs the gross margin large enough to accommodate these additional expenses and still leave a profit remaining?



More Art than Science

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide emphasizes again that forecasting is primarily an educated guess based on experience and relevant data.At this point in the session, the in-class exercise should now have completed the Revenue and Direct Costs tables.Tim’s Notes: Now that you have walked the class through the process of creating a sales forecast, I recommend that you give them the assignment to create their own sales forecast. Incidentally, the table shown in this slide (called the “Revenue Forecast Table”) is an optional table you can add to the default outline in LivePlan. If you’d like to have your students add this table to their plans, here are the steps.
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